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BOOK SYNOPSIS
ABOUT THE BOOK: Unexpected diagnosis. Life-threatening sickness. Death of a
loved one. Unbearable financial burden. Everything is against you, and all hope is
lost. If this is where you are, you are not alone. Aley Abraham has lived these same
experiences and shared these very thoughts, especially when the thing she feared
most came to get her-cancer. In an easy-to-read, narrative style, Blessings of My
Breast Cancer will leave you with a sense of the Divine. You will learn to apply ten
practical steps to not only overcome obstacles but to recognize opportunities in the
midst of your struggle. You will find the blessings of your own cancer! **** ABOUT
THE AUTHORS: (Aley) In 1982, Aley Abraham became the first in her family to come
to the U.S. Already an established tenth-grade teacher with two Indian bachelor
degrees, she went back to school in the U.S. and earned a degree in medical
technology. Today she works as a microbiologist at Childrens Medical Center in
Dallas, Texas. Aley is an active volunteer with The American Cancer Society and
speaks frequently at her local church. She has been married for 39 years, has two
daughters, two sons-in-law, and one granddaughter. (Susan) As an active wife,
mother and career professional, Susan Abraham Thomas enjoys the opportunity to
write. She has written for school newspapers and journals, company newsletters and
online blogs; created original greeting cards; and supplies daily devotionals. Susan
holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Computer Engineering from Texas A&M
University and is a certified PMP.
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